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* * * FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE * * *
New Digital Instrument Testing Suite for the Verifit™ is Revolutionary
February 1st, 2008
Dorchester, Ontario
Audioscan® is pleased to introduce Viewport™, the first complete testing suite for fitting,
counseling, and verifying the function of digital instruments. This new test suite, available only
on the Verifit, allows the healthcare professional to verify and demonstrate audibility,
directionality, noise reduction, and feedback suppression. Even more impressive, is the fact
that all of these tests are integrated and presented on one screen or printout, providing a
window to hearing instrument performance.
Four steps that save time and increase the efficiency of any facility.
The first step in Viewport is to objectively verify that audibility is delivered using our famous
Speechmap® fitting environment. The second step is to verify and demonstrate the
performance of directional function using our patented directional test. This real time test
visually shows the separation of curves between front and rear microphones regardless of
advanced processing features like speech activation. The third step is to verify and
demonstrate the utility of noise reduction, even showing the amount of noise reduction provided!
The fourth and final step is to show the benefit of feedback reduction systems using the all-new
feedback reduction test. This unique feedback test even reveals incipient feedback. All of
these results are presented on one screen or printout. You can also store these results
internally, to a USB stick, or network file.
Free to Audioscan Owners
This is another free software update for the Verifit, all Audioscan owners receive free software
updates for the life of their equipment! Anyone may download the new software featuring
Viewport from www.audioscan.com today!

For more information visit www.audioscan.com or contact Audioscan at:
(Phone) 800-265-2093, 519-268-3313, (Email) info@audioscan.com
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